
WHYTHE WORLD NEEDS 
A NEW COMPUTER 

"In the 1980s, personal computers 

accomplished their mission: 

to radically improve individual productivity. 

But that's just not enough anymore. 

In the 1990s, competitive advantage will come 

from improving the productivity of entire groups, 

so they can stay ahead of a world that's 

changing faster than ever. 

The personal computer revolutionized 

the way we worked in the 80s. 

The next 15 pages may well change 

the way we work in the 90s'.' 
- Steven Jobs-
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In the computer industry, we've 

grown used to seeing advances 

on an almost daily basis. But the 

true milestones haven't been 

quite so bountiful. 

In fact, in the last 15 years, 

there have been only two: 

The spreadsheet, which was 

personal computer revolution 

back in the 70s. And desktop 

publishing, which fueled the 

graphical revolution of the 80s. 

Even now, years later, these 

~ Font Panel 

resources they already have. 

And so the need for a third 

revolution becomes more and 

more clear. 

No longer is it enough to boost 

an individual's productivity and 

creativity (which is what you 

a computer company dedi

cated to the task. We called 

it NeXT, Inc. 

And we filled its ranks 

with many veterans of the 

preceding revolutions. 

We started in the only logical 

way by taking a long hard look 

at current 

technology. 

In the personal computer, we 

saw a machine already stretched 

beyond its limits, not at all opti

mized for a connected world. 

can expect with traditional com- We looked at workstations, 

puters running tradi- but they were so complex, only 

~ tional applications). our engineers could figure out 1------------------------------------"""4-
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applications remain the two 

biggest reasons why people buy 

and use computers. 

But in the 90s, we're facing 

challenges personal computers 

were never designed to meet. 

There's less time to react. 

Competition is much more 

sophisticated. Organisations 

need better ways to tap the 
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more to be gained by Clearly, a machine designed 

empowenng groups 

of people to work 

more productively 

and creatively 

together. 

for a world of interpersonal com

puting would 

have to be very 

different. 

It would 

have to be built 

Set (-"l 

To make this hap

pen, we have to 

invent a technology 

that radically enhan

ces human-to-human 

interaction. A tech

nology that raises 

group productivity 

for networking, to make inter

action effortless. It would have 

to offer an e-mail system more 

advanced than anything we've 

used before. It would have to 

support true multitasking, so 

people could work naturally, 

in as revolutionary a doing several things at once. 

way as the spreadsheet and And, if there's any lesson to 

publishing raised indi

vidual productivity. 

We have to turn 

personal computing 

into interpersonal 

computing. To bring 

this new way of wor

king to business and 

education, we created 
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be learned tool that can actually revolu-

from the past, tionize the way an organisa-

this new tion works. Whether that 

Send machine organisation operates in a few 

would have to rooms or several different 

be so perfect

ly intuitive, 

even first

time 

computer users could sit down 

and put 

it to work. 

That's the thinking that 

resulted in the first 

NeX'PM computer. And 

it's the same thinking 

that's allowed us to 

create a new computer, 

affordable enough to 

be used by everyone: 

The NeXTstation™ 

computer. 

We'd like to take the 

next 12 pages to show 

you the many extra

ordinary things it can 

do. And some of the 

even more extra

ordinary things it can 

help people do. 

You'll see how we 

designed the 

NeXTstation from the 

first chip to be some

thing new: a strategic 

countnes. 

We' 11 show you how the 

NeXTstation offers a perfect 

environment for financial 

analysis and publishing. And 

how, at the same time, it 

enables software developers to 

rethink the way we solve pro

blems- to reinvent the spreads

heet, and eliminate the compro

mises of desktop publishing. 

We'll show you a machine 

less confining than any personal 

computer you've ever seen, yet 

even easier to use. 

Welcome to the new world. 
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--------------------------------------------------------~-----------

We say, "Here's a new computer." 

You say, "Let's see the software." 

It's a perfectly human reaction. 

So rather than start by talking 

spreadsheet, it could very well 

change the way people look at 

forecasting and analysis. 

In Lotus' own words, "With 

in countless new ways and gain 

insights you could never get from 

a traditional spreadsheet. 

That's because lmprov isn't 

about pro

cessors and 

megahertz, 

IN OUR WORLD, LOTUS REINVENTS 
THE SPREADSHEET. 

structured 

like a 

traditional 

we'd like to start by showing you 

the impressive things you can do 

with a NeXTstation. Today. 

On this display is lmprov™, 

from the creators of Lotus 1-2-3® 

While at first glance it may look 

suspiciously like an ordinary 

lotus lmprov: a new era in spreadsheets made 
possible by NeXT technology. It lets you change 
vil!f£•s of data simply by dragging "tiles" from 011e 
location to another. 

1. Each tile ,~p,~sents a category of co/um11 or 
row headings. ("Measure, "for example, is the 
category tile for the headings "Tons" a11d "Dollar 
Value.") Tiles placed above the sp,wdsheet 
detm11i11e the co/u11111s, and those below detem1i11e 
the rows. 

2. The order of tiles dictates the spreadsheet's 
structure. "Quarter" headings are now listed 
under each "AJaterial." Reverse the tilts and 
mate,ials will be broken out under each quarter. 

3. All formulas are listed in 011e place, not buried 
i11 cells. A11d bei11g in English, they 'll always make 
sense. 

4. lmprov spn:adsheets can be a stack of 
"pages. "Now each page is a year - but drag the 
"Quarter" tile here, and you 'II have a page for 
each quarters data. 

5. The item dispe11ser lets you create new headings 
in a category quickly. Type "Jan" and get a 
sequence of months. Type "1990" and get a 
progn:ssio11 of 1ears. 

6. Improve can make even the most innocuous 
spn:adsheet breathe fire. /11 seconds, you can tum 
data i11to editable JD presentation graphics in 
many styles. 

7. A single file can co11tain different views of 
spreadsheets and graphics, with a descriptio11 of 
each. So at a gla11ce, you'll k11ow exactly what 
each view proves. 

8. You can even attach voice memos to your work, 
to make a poi11t more clearly - or passio11ately. 

Improv, we have literally 

reinvented the spreadsheet a job 

that was made much simpler by 

NeXT technology." 

spreadsheet. To understand 

exactly how it works, take a look 

at the column and row headings 

in the sample screen. 

The revolution of lmprov is 

that once you've entered your 

data, you can easily rearrange it 

Rather than use letters and 

numbers to describe data, it lets 

you use real words, like "Tons" 

lk!WSll"'!ll!f' 
o, 
o, 
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o, 
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Yr TO!al 
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431.80 1,943.10 324.50 1,'160.25 
444.60 2,000.70 333.00 1.498.SO 
450.30 2,026.35 331.50 1,491.75 
47S.30 2, 138.85 345.60 1,555.20 

1,802.00 $8,109.00 1,334.60 $6,005.70 

437.BO 5,472.50 41 1.70 5, MG.25 
429.50 5,368.75 <Xl3.ao 5.047.50 
459.70 5,7"625 
S'll.60 6,782.50 

l.8G9.GO $23,370.00 

21 1.70 1.217.28 
201.00 1.155.75 
231.40 1,330.55 
255.60 1.469.70,. 
899.70 $5,173.28 

and "Dollar Value." Or anything 

you're comfortable with. 

The benefit of this is that now 

your formulas read like English. 

Instead of seeing something like 

"= BD2*BD3," you see "Dollar 

Value= Tons* 5.75." 

And Improv lists all your formu

las in one place, as opposed to 

hiding them in individual cells. So 

when you revisit a complicated 

spreadsheet months later, it's sure 

to make sense. Likewise if you're 

looking at a spreadsheet that's 

been designed by someone else. 

It also becomes much less likely 

that your spreadsheet will contain 

costly hidden errors. 

Consider this revolutionary if 

you wish. But it's only the warm

up to the real quantum leap. 

Unlike any spreadsheet you've 

ever dreamed of (unless you hap

pen to work for Lotus), Improv 

allows you to move your column 

and row headings from one part 

of the spreadsheet to another, 

even interchange them and with-

located along the edges of the 

spreadsheet such as "Region" 

or "Material" and drag it to a new 

location. 

In this way, you can can get 

completely different views of your 

work and reach new conclusions 

all with a single set of data. 

~ Analysis 1990 • Viewz - Recycle.wkh t'i 

lmprov was born with other 

talents as well. It can turn spread

sheet data into sparkling present

ation graphics. It can also read 

files that have been created with 

Lotus 1-2-3 and write its own files 

in 1-2-3 format, so you can easily 

share data with people working 

on other platforms. 

This view m•as mode 
from the same data 
you see to your left. 
All we did was drag 
the "Quotte,~ " 
"Mate,ial" and 
"Regio11" ti /es to new 
positions in the 
sp,wdsheet. 

'===:J 
o, 02 03 04 

Tons Dollar Value Tons Dollar Value Tons I Dollar Value Tons 

Seacoast 
Newspaper 431.80 1.943 .10 444.60 2.000.70 450.30 2,026.35 475. 
Glass 437.80 5.472.50 429.50 5.368.75 459.70 5,746.25 542. 
Plastics 211.70 1.217.28 201.00 1.155.75 231.40 1,330.55 255. 
Aluminum 89.60 507.14 91.00 515.06 93.40 528.64 95. 

Pioneer Valley 
Newspaper 324.50 1.460.25 333 .00 1.498.50 331.50 1.491.75 345. 
Glass 411.70 5,146.25 403 .80 5,047.50 352.40 4,405.00 442. 
Plastics 143.00 822.25 145.70 837.78 129.30 743.48 133. 

Aluminum 87.00 492.42 73.40 415.44 76.00 430.16 79. 

Metro 
Newspaper 678.40 3,052.80 688.00 3,096.00 675.50 3.039.75 702. 
Glass 934.80 11,685 .00 988.40 12.355.00 1,008.90 12.611.25 1.072. 
Plastics 324.00 1,863.00 329.60 1.895.20 321.50 1.848.63 354. 
Aluminum 166.60 942.96 173.00 979.18 155.40 879.56 167. 

ml!llilla.mmmD~~ 

l. IN Newspaper ,Dollar Value= Tons~ 4.5 SKIP Dollar Value :VrTotal:Newspaper 

As the development team at 

Lotus will happily confirm, break

ing new ground in software is 

many times easier in the NeXT 

world. (We'll get more into that a 

few pages from now.) And they're 

not the only ones who have noticed. 

Some of the industry's most respec

ted names in analytic and database 

software, Oracle® and SAS, have 

also developed programs for 

NeXT computers. But rest assured, 

there's much more to come. 

2. IN Glass ,Dollar Value= Tons" 12.5 SKIP Dollar Value:Vr Total:Glass 

out the slightest hesitation, the 

spreadsheet will automatically 

rearrange itself. 

All you do is use the mouse to 

click one of the category "tiles" Starting on the next page. 

liJ Analysis 1990 • Vie\1/3- Recycle.wkb E 

I I 
Newspaper Glass Plastics Alum 

Tons Dollar Value Tons Dollar Value Tons I Dollar Value Tons 

01 
Seacoast 431.80 1,943 .10 437.80 5.472.50 211.70 1,217 .28 
Pioneer Valley 324.50 1,460 .25 411 .70 5.146.25 143.00 822.25 
Metro 678.40 3,052.80 934.80 11.685.00 324.00 1.863.00 

' 02 
Seacoast 444.60 2.000.70 429.50 5,368.75 201.00 1.155.75 
Pioneer Valley 333.00 1.498.50 403.80 5,047.50 145.70 837.78 
Metro 688.00 3.096.00 988.40 12,355.00 329.60 1,895.20 

03 
Seacoast 450.30 2.026.35 459.70 5.746.25 231.40 1,330.55 

Pioneer Valley 331.50 1.491.75 352.40 4.405.00 129.30 743.48 
Metro 675.50 3,039.75 1,008.90 12.611.25 321.50 1,848 .63 

Q 4 

Seacoast 475.30 2,138 .85 542.60 6.782.50 255 .60 1.469.70 
... Pioneer Valley 345.60 1,555.20 442.20 5.527.50 133.00 764.75 
T' Metro 702.00 3.159.00 1,072.50 13,406.25 354.00 2.035.50 

lillli!mllll ···· ~~ 
Calc _J 

1. IN Newspaper ,Dollar Value= Tons" 4.5 SKIP Dollar Value:VrTotal:Newspaper 

v 2 IN Glass ,Dollar Value= Tons" 12.5 SKIP Dollar Value :YrTotal:Glass 

v 3. IN Plastics ,Dollar Value= Tons " 5.75 SKIP Dollar Value:VrTotal:Plasti cs 

Or look at it another 
way. With lmprov, 
m1hen you've mode 011e 
spreadsheet, you've 
made them all. 
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When we started our company, 

we had the luxury of being able 

to stand back and take a fresh 

look at desktop publishing - an 

compatible with the industry as 

it now exists, so you can use your 

current output devices and the 

files you've already created. 

on the screen, what you get out 

of the printer doesn't come as a 

shock. Pages end where you 

expect them to. Measurements 

application 

that didn't 

even exist 

PUBLISHING FINDS AN 
ENVIRONMENT IT CAN THRIVE IN. 

are more 

exact. 

(Think 

when most computers were 

designed. So ours could be the 

first machine literally born to 

publish. 

The goal was to do away with 

the compromises and limits 

inherent in existing systems. 

And to create a platform that 

would allow software companies 

to create programs that are more 

sophisticated, and even easier to 

use. 

Since the PostScript® imaging 

language is the one standard the 

industry agrees on, we built it 

into every NeXTcomputer. And 

not just for printing, but for 

on-screen imaging as well. 

how many trees' worth of "test 

pages" this could save you in a 

year.) 

And what you see can be 

breathtaking. With the combi

nation of Display PostScript'" 

and the ultra-high-resolution 

NeXT MegaPixel Display, 

screen images are always paper 

crisp. Type is sharp at any size 

or degree of rotation. 

We also wanted to be 

Statewide recycling 
program begins with 
the paperflow 
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~ Crame FrameMaker" is a comprehensive 
~ I I ' publishi11g package that's approp1itt1e 
whether you're producing a shott memo or a greater 
metropolitan pho11e book. It contains all the tools yon 'II 11eed for 
word processing ( including advanced i11dexi11g capabilities), 
graphics and layout. 

Having one imaging system 

throughout allows NeXT to 

fulfill what must be the most 

frequently broken promise in 

computer history: true "What 

You See Is What You Get." 

When you kern display type 

F _,,, .. ,..,1'1t'pur~ "1-,,. ... ,,.,,m,n ,f#Jrlrs1,w-
-mr.l,yrur ... ,-i.j ,.,,n.,,,.,..,,1,"l"""''' "VJ'#,_. 
s1,.,,,,.,_,w,,.,11,,,._ '"""""'m1,r,,...,,finr_,.,.,,, 
,,,.,tMr At""",h.,ft, .,,,,,r.,J~ 
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Simulation 
of Geothermal 
Surfaces 

With true multitasking, 

NeXT computers let you run 

\ U dn .C 011 the NeXT compum; the 
V vOf rer 1ect WonlPetfect Co,poration has 

succeeded in creating the i11d11st1y 's most advanced fil'otYI 
processi11gpackage. The NeXTvenion ofWordPe,fect o.ffen 
mnltiple colum11s, text wrapping tmt! complete file 
compatibility with WordPe,fect 011 other systems. 

TOPD~ 
TopDraw™ is 011eof the 
easitst programs yo11 1/I ever 

use, yet it's ft11· more advallced tha11 other drawing 
programs. It o/fet, sophisticated drawing tools, along with 
extensive co111,vls for type. It also allore•s you to drop i11 
scanned images (Tl FF fomtat) , then scale, crop, rotate 
a11d eve11 mask them. 

Mo,HI w ... ~ NY 10014 

any number of applications at 

the same time. But the advan

tages of that go far beyond mere 

cutting and pasting. 

Applications can actually 

cooperate with each other-each 

contributing what it does best. 

Without ever leaving your lay

out, you can select a word and 

ask for a definition from Digital 

Webster™. Your illustration 

program can make sure the lay

out is updated with the most 

recent version of the art. 

The NeXT Laser P1i11ter offers 400 dots-pe1°i11ch t?so/11tio11, 
compared to the 300 dpi offe,~d by most. At the same time, it 
offe,s the most revolutio1101y price ever placed 011 a 
PostScript laser p1i11ter. 

Not only does NeXT tech

nology allow programs to work 

together, it helps people work 

together. Writers, editors, illu

strators and designers can each 

contribute their part, and route 

documents electronically using 

the capabilities built into every 

NeXT computer. 

Never has a machine been so 

perfectly suited for the demands 

Adobe PostScript fo11ts give yo11 professional 1?sttlts, 011 
SC!Wt and paper. NeXTcomp11ten ship with 13 type styles, 
while the Adobe Plus Pack™gives yo11 access to 26 more. 
And coming soon: thee11tirt Adobe Font Folio". 

A ...... '":""'\,"':!}_- Adobe lllustmto,~ is pe,fect for designing 
"vv,;;;;i:.. pages with finely detailed illustrations. 
It lets yo11 modify the shapes of fonts, eve11 create your ow11 typefaces. 
And, bei11g a PostSc1ipt programme in a PostScript world, 
it does many things like zooming with 1111precede11ted speed. 

of publishing. 

And, as you can see 

below, the industry has 

been quick to respond. 

Some of the most popular 

names in publishing have 

already released software 

packages that fully exploit 

NeXT technology. 

The more you learn about 

NeXT computers, the more 

you'll appreciate this fact: 

There's a tremendous 

difference between a computer 

that can simply handle 

publishing, and one that's vir

tually built for it. 

With a SC!?ett image generated 
by Display PostScript, NeXT 
achieves what has pr()'{)e11 to 
be the Holy Grail of 
publishi11g: tme"What You 
See Is What You Get." 
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The previous revolutions m you might consider? single 

personal computing the F orone thing, click of the 

spreadsheet and desktop pub- every mouse and do 

lishing were created with a NeXT so as express-

single desk in mind. As were compu- ivelyas you 

the computers built to support ter has been you like. 

them. designed from You can send text 

But now we find we can the very beginning in varying fonts and 

accomplish more, and react to be part of a connected sizes, bold and italics. 

more quickly, when people workplace. Include graphics or scanned 

work 

together. 

And so, the 

PERSONAL COMPUTING BECOMES 
INTERPERSONAL COMPUTING. 

images. 

Attach 

entire 

revolution of the 90s: 

Interpersonal computing. It's a 

new way of working that can 

dramatically " 

All the hardware you need 

to tie into a highperformance 

Ethernetnetwork is built m. 

To I Sun.n_Smith 

Subjett I Sales Meeting 

cc lsa1es_opera1ion$,Ule$_programs, tnbalctwin 

i. I -...I if'l I ~ I ·:±:JI rfEll \m l I 
~~~~~~~ 
Susa n: 

Here 's 1.hc Im prov analysis I wo rked up fo r you - all you ' ll have lo do is add the 
miss ing west coast sales figures as soon as they come in (Ken assures me they'll Ix 
out this morning). 

LJ 
I set up t.hc spreadsheet as Eddie suggested , but you may have some ideas of yo ur 
own. Personally, I have these suggestions: ...,,. 

Talk to yo u later. 

Michad. 

enhance the capabilities of 

an entire department, an 

entire company or an entire 

university, enabling people to 

tap each other's strengths to 

meet new challenges. 

Unfortunately, connecting 

machines is no guarantee of 

connecting people. Which is 

why NeXT computers were 

designed specifically for the 

interpersonal world. 

And just what makes our 

machine different from others 

NtXTmail is a far c,y from bo1i11g tenni11al-type e-mail. 
You ca11 choose any size or style font for your text. 
You ca11 also add gmphics, allach documents ( or folders 
of doc11111e11ts), even include voice memos. 

Second, ours are true multi

tasking machines, so communi

cations can be spontaneous, 

no matter what application 

you're currently working with. 

Third, all NeXT compu

ters come with NeXTmail:™ 

easily the most sophisticated 

form of electronic mail avail

able on any computer today. 

NeXTmail lets you communi

catewithoneperson, or a 

group of people, with a 

documents ( of unlimited 

length). You can even include 

voice messages using the 

x microphone built into the 

MegaPixel Display. 

And,. despite its level of 

sophistication, NeXTmail 

is so intuitive, most people 

won't ever open the 

manual. Now imagine a 

company arranged by 

department, each using a 

number of NeXTstation 

computers and the 

NeXTcube™ computer as 

__ Lip Service _ __ _ _ ~~ 

NeXT computers make it possible to punctuate o message 
with yo111· ow11 voice. Just call up Lip Service.™ It works 
like a simple tape 1ecorde,; so all you have to do is click 
",ecord" and statt talking the miavphone is built illlo the 
NeXT AftgaPixel Display. 

... 
.. ·:-.,). \ 

:::~~·:,._ :.::-~I 
1 ,£,,,1 "'"· · ., .. . _ ..... , ._ ._ ... .. 

a server. By 

linking the 

departments, 

any one person 

in the company can interact 

with another-whether the two 

are in the same work group 

or on different continents. 

In fact, when remote loca

tions are tied together via 

NeXTmail, differences in time 

zones become almost meaning

less in the scope of a project. 

With a fax modem, your NeXT computerca11 send a 
document directly from the screen to any fax 111ochi11t 011 

ta 1th where it ca11 be replict1ted at a remarkable 
ZOO dots-pe,0 i11ch quality. 

NeXTmail can be delivered 

virtually instantly, even if a 

person isn't there to receive it. 

Now the company is 

organised electronically, 

and that's the real 

revolution of inter

personal computing. 

When a sudden challenge 

arises, you can put together a 

special team to meet it with

out being constrained by a 

rigid structure based on org 

charts or office layout. 

Consider, for example, a new 

product rollout. With every 

desk connected electronically, 

you can handpick the best 

people for the job 

from engineering, 

marketing, 

research and 

creative. 

NeXTcom

puters negate 

the physical dis-

tance between people, 

so everyone can stay up 

to date on important issues, 

share new ideas and cut down 

on needless meetings. 

But interpersonal computing 

is much more than NeXTmail. 

Software like Who's 

Calling?,™ from Adamation, 

can provide a central system 

for tracking clients. Records 

that are used by many people 

in the office can all be stored 

in a single NeXTcube, so the 

most current information is 

available to everyone. 

PaperSight™, from Visual 

Understanding Systems, 

maintain a 

"group memory" a his

tory of each dep

artment's work. 

With this soft

ware runnmg on 

the NeXTcube 

computer, you can 

store the group's docu-

ments centrally, cutting 

down on paper files and 

making it vastly easier to 

locate previous work. 

We should also point out 

that NeXT interpersonal com

puting makes a cost-effective 

solution for any size work

group. 

Using the NeXTcube as a 

server eliminates the need to 

put costly storage devices on 

individual desktops. And 

NeXTstation computers don't 

require any additional invest

ment in networking hardware. 

Interpersonal computing 

can make a fundamental 

change in the way an organi

sation works. 

All you need is a computer 

that's up to the task. 

To M,chael_8alcfwm 

Wt wrote the doc11111e11tatio11 for 
NeXTmai! knowing that few people 
would ever have to 1wd it. NeXTmail is 
as intuitive as it is sophisticated. And, 
thanks to tn,e 11111/titosking, it's never 
mort than a dick away. 

Subject Re Sa!etMeetmg 

cc lssm11h,kjones,sa1es_operahons 

Michael: 

1. T hanks for your help . FYI , the ,-r.iy you set up the spreadsheet was perfect. 
Everything was app roved as -is. The west coast numbers did indeed come in this 
mocning , and I've incorpora ted tl1 em into yo ur Improv model. H ere it is , for yo ur 

viewing pleasure. 

LJ 
2. Along ,vith the new numbers, I received the pre-rekase version of the quarterly marketing 
epic, coming in at a new record 110 fX\SCS- Enjoy: 

~ 
Great Job, 

Susan 

X 
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Earlier in this brochure, we 

showed you some remarkable 

NeXT applications from the 

1 NeXTstep gives yott access to the pom•erof UNIX, but 
spares yott its cotllplexities. Start with Interface Builder, 
which makes short work of what ttsed to be the most 

ti111e-co11sumi11g task: constructing an elegant user inte,face. 

major names in business soft

ware, including Locus®, Word

PaJettes 

intuitive 

and visually 

interesting. On 

another, it's a 

development 

environment that 

revolutionizes the way software 

is conceived and created. 

In fact, it's the entire reason 

why the companies we just men

tioned could create such extra-

~ d ~ d 
_lJ ~ ~ Ji) 

2 Choose from a palette of inte,face objects in the 
Application Kit, like buttons, sliders and menus. 
Now you can resize and reshape objects, and link 

those that t?!ate to each other. 

ordinary software in a fraction 

of the time it would have taken 

with other computer systems. 

lSI Perfect® and 

Adobe®. ~ 0 ~ ~ ' 

The NeXTstep environment 

is an object-oriented world. It's 

purely graph

ical, making 
® 

UNIX easier 

to work with 

than DOS, 
® 

OS/2, 
® 

Macintosh or Windows™ 

environments. And it runs on 

every NeXT computer. 

One of the most 

extraordinary parts of 

5!. ..... '"!' 

,...-----

3 
Arrange the interface so it looks exactly as you want 
the finished application to look. Even if you '1? a 
11011-progratllmer, at this point yott 've successfully 

''prototyped" 011 application you can give to a professional. 

NeXTstep is Interface Builder™, 

which lets you create an ele

gant application interface using 

little more than the mouse. 

Now, if it seems 

B uc even more 

revolutionary is the 

fact that ••• /Ref/Calculator/Cale f:'i: 

like the applica ~ Title Item 1 .. I NeXTstep is just 
~ ~ tions appearing on ~ o ~ ,,., .. ,-

Fie!d2: ~ 
Switch .J I as accessible to Flle'sOWner Calculator 1 

You can choose 

from a palette of 

interface objects 

(such as menus, 

buttons and 

sliders) provided 

by the Application 

Kie.™ Then edit, 

NeXT computer r Radio l••§fil 
\ Radio J..J.ll---' you. 

systems are more 

sophisticated than the ones 

you 're currently using, and at 

the same time easier to use, 

you've already grasped the 

essence of one of our biggest 

breakthroughs: NeXTstep.® 

On one level, N eXTstep 1s 

the user interface that makes all 

Nexr computers so very 

' 

-~ .,, 

So, for exam

ple, if you' re creating 

customized software for 

people who take care of 

personnel, customer service or 

payroll, you can use the same 

tools Lotus used to create 

Improv, and WordPerfect used 

to create the NeXT version of 

their WordPerfect software. 

_lJ ~ 
First Icons 

Responder 

B ~ 
Sounds Classes 

link and arrange them the way 

you want them to appear m 

your finished application. 

In addition, you can easily 

build new palettes of objects 

chat you design yourself. Or 

add your own customized 

objects to the NeXT Applica

tion Kit. 

So with Interface Builder, 

too, so you can reuse portions 

whenever you see fit. And 

they're extremely easy to main

tain. Now, when you update, 

Development Team at Locus, 

"N eXTstep is the best develop

ment environment available on 

any personal computer today." 

you can 

rapidly 

generate 

CUSTOM APPLICATIONS ARE CREATED 
IN A FRACTION OF THE TIME. 

There 

has 

really 

a graphical front-end to a cor-

porate database. You can also do 

some fast prototyping of new 

applications which makes it 

4
Now, using the mouse, link your objects graphically 
o a user1s ttction 011 one can 11igger a response in 

anothn: You ca11 even create links to your own 
custom objects such as a customer database or 
employee ,~cords. 

that much easier to test your 

software with the people who 

will ultimately use it. 

And the interface you create, 

which may have taken 90% of 

your time previously, now takes 

less than 5% - a streamlining 

that could put a serious dent in 

your backlog of projects. 

Most important, the programs 

you create are much more than 

simple information managers. 

They're real, industrial-strength 

programs - every bit as fast as 

the applications you buy off 

the shelf, and every bit as 

complete. 

Applications you develop 

with NeXTstep are modular, 

there's no need to rewrite your 

whole application you simply 

update the parts you want to 

change. 

In the words of the NeXT 

5' .....li 

5 When you have evetything the m•ay you want it, throw 
the testing switch aud lllterface Builder will let you 17111 
your inte,face through its paces. 

never been an environment 

anything like NeXTstep. And 

no machine is built to support 

it like a NeXT computer. 

6 

r s --

Co11grat11/ations. You 've just completed your i11te,face 
in record time. Perhaps now your backlog of requests 
will now look less i11timidati11g. 

With NeXTstep, you can create a 1wl, i11d11strial-stm1gth application i11 a fraction of the time it would take i11 other 
environments using the same tools the major so/tru.'att! companies use to create their NeXT applications. 

Breakeven = 144 units 

$500 $ 1K 
Unit Price 

Material Cost 

$ 100K $200 K 
Fixed Expenses 

Tax Rate 
26% 38% 

$2K 

$300K 

Total Sales. 

Gross Profit 
Of)erating Profit 

Net Profit 

$3K 
$2200.00 

$1350.00 

$400K 
$200000.00 

26.0o/o 
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Back in the old days ( the 80s ), 

people were willing to forgive 

the computer unable to venture 

beyond its own desktop. But in 

the era of interpersonal compu

together, everything you need 

to connect N eXT computers is 

built right in. (You 're on your own 

for the cable.) 

And the equipment we've 

Even our system software has 

been optimized to perform in a 

connected workplace. 

NeXTtechnology is based on 

UNIX, widely acknowledged 

ting, connectivity is 

absolutely mandatory. 

Rest assured, we 

OUR WORLD CONNECTS 
TO YOUR WORLD. 

as the best system 

for networking. 

It's also optimized 

were mindful of that fact when 

we designed the NeXT com-

puters. While many computer 

'Z' 
compames 

require that 

you purchase 

an expensive 

network card 

for every 

machine you 

want to tie 

GatorBot',f1v111 Cay111a11 Systems, lets yo11 co1111ect a NeXT 
11etworl.· to a Afaci11tosh 11etwork. GatorShanr softm•a,e lets 
yo11 sha,e data betm•ee11 the two, or use the NeXTc11be to sto1e 
files and applicatio11s for both 11etworks. GatorMai!" lets 
you send e-mail betru-1ee11 networks NeXT machines 11si11g 
NeXT111ail, a11d Maci11tosh co111p11tets usi11g CE Softwate's 
Q11ickAfail' or1~1ic1vsoft' Alai/. 

included isn't merely for low

speed networking. It's for 

connecting to a high-perform

ance Ethernet network using 

TCP/IP. 

N eXT computers 

have two connections, 

one for thin Ethernet, 

and the other for 

twisted-pair Ethernet. 

So whichever you use, 

there are no hidden 

costs. 

for multitasking, so your 

NeXT computer can attend to 

networking matters in the 

background while you do real 

work in the foreground. 

Any IBA! PS/2" with 
an Ethemet card 
n11111ing TCP/IP can 
be co1111ec1ed to a 
11etwork of NeXT 
machines. Plus, 
NeXT computers can 
read and w,ite 
3.5-inch floppy disks 
i11/BA1fo1mat 
( either I. 44A1 B or 
720K). So 
exchangi11gfiles be
tween NeXT and 

IB1fl comp11tm 
is 110 trouble at 
all. 

This is the NeXTstatio11-act11al size. It's 011/y two-a11d-a-half i11ches tall, but in petforma11ce ove,shadows computers many times bigger. 

SCSI : a high-pe,fom1a11ce 
po,t that lets you add devices 
like scanners, dist: drives and 
tape backup units. 

A serial p01t lets you con11ect a 
modem then, with 1lficr0Pho11e,""' 
from S0/tw-1are Ventures, yo11 can 
co1111ect to a world of electronic 
seroiceburea11s,ftvm DowJ011es""' 
to CompuServe.~ 

With a second serial p01t, you can 
also co1111ect to a fax modem, 01~ 
11si11g an additional i11teiface, 
the@•orld of A1IDI (ifyo11 do11 't 
know m1hat that means, ask the 
nearest m11sicia11). 

Here'.r your direct co1111ectio11 to the 
NeXTstatio11 's Digital Sig11al 
Processor, r1J:here you can 
plug i11 high-pe,fonna11ce 
setial devices for video 
a11d sound, as well 
as sophisticated 
laboratory 

A single 
cable co1111ects 

to the M egaPixel 
Display, canyi11g not 

just display i1ifom1a
tio11, b11t data for keyboard, 

mouse, speaker and mi av phone. 

If that work should require 

IBM® PC file compatibility, so 

be it. NeXT computers can 

read and write floppy disks m 

DOS and OS/2 formats 

(1.44MB or 720K), so you can 

take a data disk created on one 

of your IBM machines and 

place it directly into your 

NeXT computer. Or vice versa. 

observe the NFS® (Net

work File System) standard. 

In fact, our machines can 

connect without problems 

---- . ~ 

As for file compatibility on a 

network, NeXT computers 

via network to whatever 

technology you currently 

employ from IBM PCs/ 

compatibles, Sun® and 

Macintosh computers to 

IBM and DEC® main

frames. So no matter how 

your office is set up today, or 

~ , ------------------- --

NeXT compute,s connect to I BA! 3270 mai11fra111es via 
Ethemet 11si11g TCP/IP and 3270Visionn.'from 
Co11extions. Or you can co1111ect directly through a 3270 
coax connection via the SCSI port with !11Session3270"' 
from Avatar or 3270Vision. Co11111111nicai™,Jro111 Active 
Ingredients, lets you connect to DEC mainframes via 
Ethemet by offering DEC VT22/J™ tenninal em11lation. 

There's a separate port for the 
NeXT 400 dpi laser P1i11ter, 
leavi11g the serial a11d SCSI 
ports open for other devices. 

Some call it twisted-pair Erhemet, 
othe,s calf it ordinary pho11e wire. 
But here's where it plugs i11. Si11ce 
most new offices are pre-wired with 
extra phone lines, this connection can 
drastically cut the cost of networki11g. 
It's based 011 the et11ergi11g standard 
called 10 BASE-T 

what technology 

you already have 

in place, NeXT 

computers won't 

just fit in. 

They'll stand out. 

A thin-Ethentet connection 
(meeting ISO sta11dards, of 
cozme) is also built in, so.for 
smaller networks, you can just 
ron Ethemet cablingfrom one 
machine to the NeXT 

NeXT computers 11se the same NFS file system used by Sun 
workstations, so exchangingfiles between the two worlds is 
perfectly natural. You can use NeXTstation, NeXTcube a11d 
SPARCstation~ compute,s right alongside one anothet; 
connected by an Ethemet network 11m11ing TCP/IP. 

As a p11re PostScript machi11e, a NeXT computer can connect 
to a worid of output devices beyond the NeXT 400 dpi Laser 
Printer. You can also connect to an Apple laserWriter" 
th1vugh a serial port, or to professional typesetting machines 
(such as the Linotype LJOO, LJOO and l330) via 

the Ethemet or RS423 port. All PostSc1ipt 
011tp11t devices ate fairgame,from slide 
make,s to QM~ color pri11te,s. 

!11sert electricity here. The NeXTstation automatically adapts to any 
type of amen!, anywhe,~ in the world no software switching or special 
hardware required 
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Sound is a11 integral 
pan of the NeXT 
wodd. Which is why 
a 111icropho11e is tm 
i11tegral pan of the 
NeXT NegaPixel 
Display. 

JlfotorolaS 11eu.vest 
microprocesso,~ the 
68040 (040 for 
short), is the he{l1t 
of the NeXTstatio11. 
At 15 AflPS, it COlll

bi11es the best technical 
features of CISC a11d 
RISC tech11ology, 

; , .. .,...,_, __ ,_ ,,. 
,, ...... ,...-.~--·-·., 
,, ... -.-... - .,--, -, ., , .... . _o,n ,_, 

all i11 011e br11tally 
pomwjitl chip. 

The AfegaPixel Display is sta11dard, providi11g 11ltra-high resolution at 1120 x 832 pixels. 
Because Display PostSaipt generates the image, what you see hea is exactly m•hat will pri11t. 

WHAT MAKES A Nell COMPUTER 
A Nell COMPUTER. 

You 'll 11eversearch for 
another switch again. 
011 a NeXT co111p11te,; yo11 
co111rol eve,ythingfro111 the 
keyboard, i11c/11di11g syste111 
poru1e1~ sound volume 011d 
display bright11ess. 

The tight mouse bu/ton can 
be eJ1abled so whe11 p1essed, 
the current 111e111t appears 
on screen @'hereveryou 
happen to be. ( A major 
boon 011 screens as big as 
oms.) lfyo11 '1e a lefty, 
mouse button Junctions 
ca11 easily be reversed 

Though sig11ijica11tly slin1111et; the NeXTstatio11 has the sa11,e 
computing power of the NeXTc11be. But then, the NeXTc11be 
has a few things to offer, too: Like an optional optical drive 
that stores 256 megabytes 011 a disk, 11p to 2.8 gigabytes of 
hon/ disk stomge, 11p to 64 megabytes of RAAfand th1te 
NeXTbus- slots for wodds of 11ew power. 

i..-----------155/,"'------------

~ ------------ ·------------= ;,,t.--- T 
2'/z'' 

i 
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Only NeXT makes a Digital SigNal Processor chip 
part of the basic computer architec/J11e. This chip 's 
ability to cr1111ch huge a,mys of 1111111ben 111akes 
CD-quality so1111d possible. It also helps i11 
compressillg data a11d so1111d files so they can be 
more easily sent via NeXT111ail. 

We don't expect Parallel Resonance Switchillg to become a household phrase. 
But it is a revolution as power supplies go packi11g a great deal of power 
into a ve,y small space. A11d it's completely self-adaptillg, so the 
NeXTstatio11 call be plugged i11 anywhere itt the world. 

The NeXTstation stans out with a generous eight 
megabytes of RAAf more th all mo ugh for all but 
the most dema11di11g uses. And it catt be expa11ded 
all the way to 32 megabytes. 

Yes, the NeXTstation has afa11, but you wo11ld11't 
kllow if we didn't tell you. Thanks to some 
innovative cooling desigp, all you hear is silence. 

The NeXTstation 's i11temal co111ponents are housed in 
lightweight, b11t incredibly stro11g 111agnesium. Which 
eliminates the need for heavy shieldi11g inside, a11d 
provides ample strength to support large displays. 

It takes 011 extra
ordinary factory to 
builda11 
extraordinary 
comp11te1C Untouched 
by human hands, 
NeXT 111achines {/1~ 

produced by 011 

uncompromising team 
of robots i11 F remo11t, 
California (supp01ted, 
of course, by a tenific 
team of carbon-based 
u11its). 

Thanks to the Digital 
Signal Processi11g chip 
(po1trait elsewhete 011 
this page), NeXT 
computers can produce 
digital steno sound 
with the fidelity of a 
compact disc. 
The speaker is built into 
the NegaPixel Display, 
os 01e left and right 
output jocks for 
co1111ecti11g to 011 
external audio system, 
if you wish. 

---- ------- - ---- ---- - ---- --------------- ·-

Our machines can read 
a11d write data 110! only 
i11 NeXT fonnat, b11t i11 
DOS and OS/2 fonnats 
aswe/l (J.44NB and720K). 
So.for example, 111ovi11g data 

Small world Using VLSI 
(Very Large Scale 
Integration) tech11ology, 
our engineers have built 
nine separate input/output 
processon 01110 a sillgle 
chip. So mally importallt 
functions ca11 be taken 
cme of without 
distracting the main 
process01: 

Don 't wony about storage 
space. Sta11dard i11 the 
NeXTstatio11 is a 
1 OS-megabyte hard disk 
01110 which we've 
alteady i11stalled all 
imptessive bu11dle of 
software (i11c/11dillg 
WriteNow~, Digital 
Webstet; NeXTmail and 
all system 
softwate). Butifyou'tea 
real gl11tto11 for storage, we 
also offer 200-111egabyte or 
400-megabyte hard disks. 

There's a floppy drive b11ilt 
illto every NeXT co111puter. 
But ill our world, a sillgle 
3.5-i11ch floppy disk can 
store a volttmi11011s 2.88 
111egabytes of data a11 
i11dustry first. 

between Lotus lmprov 011 a NeXT computer and 
Lotus 1-2-3 011 an IBM 111achi11eca11 be petfectly painless. 
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If you would like more information, 
or to see for yourself how N eXT computers can increase your productivity, 

or even that of your entire organization, please call: 0800-898488 

© 1991 NeXT Computer, Inc. All rights reserved. T he NeXT logo and NeXTstep are registered trademarks, NeXT, NeXTstation, NeXTcube, 
NeXTmail, Application Kit, Lip Service, Digital Webster, Interface Builder and NeXTbus are trademarks ofNeXT Computer, Inc. Adobe, PostScript and 
Display PostScript are registered trademarks of Adobe Systems, Inc. UNIX is a registered trademark of AT&T. Sun and NFS are registered trademarks of 
Sun Microsystems, Inc. WriteNow is a registered trademark ofT/Maker Co. Mathematica is a registered trademark of Wolfram Research, Inc. All other trade
marks mentioned belong to their respective owners. 
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